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ABSTRACT
This paper presented a review on designing of HB++
protocol by using verilog. The literature review shows the
related work on the lightweight authentication protocol and it
also describe that authenticity is important for many
applications such as in RFID systems and sensor networks[11]
because the adversary can easily inject the message. The study
shows that in 2001, Hopper and Blum proposed a HB protocol
but this protocol works well against passive attack not well
secure against active attack. In 2005 Juels and Weis proposed
HB+ a new version of HB protocol. This protocol works well
against active attack but it is not well secure against man-in-themiddle attack. In 2006, Bringer proposed HB++ protocol to
secure against man-in-the-middle attack from adversaries in
Gilbert(2005). It is called as HB++ protocol. On the countenance
of literature review we describe the conclusion and future scope.
The protocol which is at the forefront of current research effort
is HB++ protocol which is a lightweight authentication protocol.
HB++ protocol has been attracted significant attention and
become promising protocol for RFID systems. The design is
effective enough to be used in resource constrained pervasive
devices like RFID.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

HB++ is a light-weight authentication protocol given by
Bringer, Chabanne and Dottox in 2006. It is a communication
protocol which is designed with less complexity in order to
reduce overhead in terms of more computations.The security
of the protocol is based on conjectured hardness on the LPN
(Learning parity with noise). The protocol is proved secure
against MIMA(man-in-the-middle attack). It consists
variousbitwise operations like AND, OR, XOR gates. The
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paper also describes that an HB++ protocol act as an
authenticationprotocol forRFID technology because most of
the RFID products lack security related functionality due to
the hardware limitation of the low-cost RFID tags and
satisfies integrity, forward secrecy and untraceability and
provides stronger resistance to various attack such as tracing
attacks, replay attacks etc.
It generally protects from man-in-the-middle-attack
but MIMA(man-in-middle-attack) can succeed only when the
attacker can be impersonate each end point to their
satisfaction as expected from the legitimate other end. Today
the systems of constrained devices are more common and
their industrial/military importance is still growing. This
paper presented a review on designing of HB++ protocol by
using verilog to get secure communication. The protocol
provides mutual authenticity and untraceability to protect the
security and privacy of carriers. Compared to other protocol
our protocol not only meets the fundamental requirements but
is also lightweight enough to be implemented on RFID
systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section I describe
introduction of HB++ protocol. Section II describes the
literature review. Section III conclude the conclusion and
Section IV describe the future scope.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, related works on the lightweight
authentication protocols are presented. A series of ultra
lightweight protocols with bitwise operators and other simple
function have been proposed for low-cost RFID systems.
Peris-copez et al. proposed LMPA [10], the protocol is
efficient and requires less gates, which uses pseudonyms and
various bitwise operation to realize tag anonymity and data
integrity. However, it has been proved vulnerable to the fulldisclosure and de-synchronization attack, in which an
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attacker could interfere with both entities during the unit
rounds to disclosure all sensitive secret key identifiers.
Chien’s SASI [4] is a typical ultra-lightweight protocol
in which public sub-messages are built via bitwise operation,
Exclusive-OR (XOR) operation is the main functional
component that is required, and pseudonym is pre-shared as
the secret index to determine a matched record in a database.
The de-synchronization attack can be resisted to the dynamic
up data mechanism which is applied for storing the old key
and the potential key to resist the de-synchronous attacks.
Meanwhile, the use of addition mod 2n is realistic for lowcost and low-power applications and this protocol cannot
defend against the tracing attacks.
Furthermore, Phan [14] and Cuo et al. pointed out that
SASI with limited integrity protection does not satisfy the
desired objective of untraceable, and the protocol does not
achieve the resistance to Dos and tracking attacks.
Hopper and Blum’s HB protocol [6] is suitable for
pervasive computing environment since it only requires
scalar dot product operation of binary vectors. The security of
these schemes rely on the hardness of the computational LPN
problem while the HB protocol focuses on the major passive
attacks a series of modified variants HB+, HB++ [9]have
been improved to resist active attack, along with preserving
HB’s advantages of low requirements for tag resources to be
exerted. The family of protocols is considered tobe secure
against active attack, and can be exerted with so few
resources.
Zhou et al. proposed a lightweight anti-design preserving
authentication protocol [5], which is suitable for pervasive
computing environments since only the capacity of hash
function and XOR operation are required. In the protocol, the
backend database keeps the former record of the random key
up data to prevent the active attacks prevailing tags.
Chien and den proposed a mutual authentication scheme
[7] on EPC global class 1 Gen 2 tag which uses CRC
checksum code to detect error and verify the integrity of
transmitted data. Meanwhile, access and kill command are
used to detect cloned tags, withstand the malicious
eavesdropping (monitor) readers, and a producer can
implicitly keep track of tagged items. The updated unit key
and access key are updated to enhance forward security. The
random numbers are integrated to degrade the various attack
such as tracing attack. Due to the linear properties of the RC
function the protocol is proved vulnerable for the Dos attack
[16,7]. Moreover, persistent certification by the brute security
mode may increasingly burden the server and the overall
performance will be reduced.
Kulseng et al.’s protocol in [9] is designed with mutual
authentication to secure the transfer of RFID tags. The
minimalistic cryptography such as physically functions and
LFSR(Linear Feedback Shift Register) are used to realize the
transfer. The protocol is efficient in hardware and practically
suitable for low cost systems.
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III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper various security protocols and designing of
HB family have been studied. The literature review shows
that the HB++ protocolprovideboth tag-to-reader and readerto-tag authentication and are resistant against common RFID
attacks. The study shows that our design is efficient in terms
of resources and so is suitable for use in constrained RFID
systems. The protocol provides a reasonable amount of
security in various systems. Compared to other protocols
proposed in literature review, our HB++ protocol remain
lightweight in terms of area and computation time, while still
achieving the required security and privacy properties.

IV.

FUTURESCOPE & CONCLUSION

A further suggestion for future investigation is to
improve the security process or improve the compactness of
the designing by using few gates,slices,flip-flops etc.It may
be possible to design the perfect security protocol by using
few gates, slices and flip flop. Future research directions in
this field includes, above everything else, design ofa better
low cost protocols. The protocols must provide enough
security. Other NP-hard problems may be used to design such
protocols. Another important factor is our design can be
improved by pipelining the different functional stages.
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